ONDAMED: A non disease-label approach to improving body functions versus treating disease
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SUMMARY

Disease Labels do not help us cure our patients. Imagine an approach that would rapidly allow you to find the hidden physiological and emotional cause of your patient's symptoms, while simultaneously stimulating your patient's nervous system with specific therapeutic fields. This is a non-invasive method to help you, the therapist, find the cause of your patient's symptoms within minutes, while simultaneously treating and stabilizing your patient.

OVERVIEW

The human body works on the basis of bio-physics and bio-chemistry. While traditional medicine has much to offer in the chemical sense, it lacks the therapeutic approach of physics. Practitioners use the non-invasive ONDAMED technology and the biofeedback loop to scan the body for underlying dysfunctions, such as inflammation, infections, scar tissue, and emotional trauma residing at a cellular level. These areas often prove to be the source of disease and symptoms that might be otherwise difficult to find. Identified areas are treated with specific pulsed electro-magnetic fields to stimulate tissue and the nervous system. Stimulus with ONDAMED specific pulsed fields helps reduce local stress and improve metabolism and lymphatic flow resulting in reduced inflammation, pain and swelling, while improving stress tolerance by reducing cortisol levels and by influencing the nervous system.

MORE SPECIFICALLY....

ONDAMED is very unique in its ability to deliver specific resonant frequencies to the source of illness. While other devices deliver either a pulsed electromagnetic stimulus to a symptomatic region in order to reduce pain and swelling or affect abnormal brain electrophysiology, the ONDAMED approach is focused on what we discover about the illness and its location. Once discovery is completed, ONDAMED accurately delivers specific pulsed fields to the source of the illness located by the unique biofeedback loop.

ONDAMED's emotionally driven feedback helps locate the patient's weak areas such as inflammation, degenerated tissue or, even more critical areas linked to experienced traumas, residing at a cellular level. Traumas that reside on a cellular level often prove to be the primary cause of disease and dysfunction.

It is quite impossible for either the practitioner or the patient to find such areas by themselves. The solution is "Emotional Biofeedback", which an ONDAMED practitioner receives when stimulating the patient's nervous system with specifically selected pulsed fields at an area which may be linked to experienced traumas.

It is thought that by stimulating areas connected with experienced traumas, the focused fields reanimate the areas' functions. Reanimating these areas' functions may help patients resolve the secondary indication or symptom(s), for which the patients had originally come to seek help for.

ONDAMED may be considered a combination of "emotional feedback therapy" and "specific electro-magnetic stimulus causing an induction within tissue".

Within minutes, the ONDAMED therapist finds the specific treatment stimuli for the patient, finds the actual location that is in need to receive the therapy and treats the discovered area by applying a systemic therapeutic stimulus. The stimulus energizes the flow of electrons across natural immune system inflammation barriers. These barriers are often undetectable or treatable in any other way, and include free radical scavengers.

When placing the non-invasive applicator to a specific area, electrons and white blood cells are summoned to the area to start the repair process. ONDAMED, therefore, jump-starts the body's immune functions and directs the immune response to the area of dysfunction, which is often hidden or in "stealth mode" to the immune system.

Cells and tissue in need of specific stimulation can be oscillated by specific resonant frequencies selected from a wide range of 0.1 to 32,000 Hz. In standard electro-medical treatment, the tissue of least resistance will draw the current while potential dysfunctional tissue stays untreated. ONDAMED applicators emit a focused field, which implements a vector-driven current induction to access the tissue of dysfunction. A vector-driven current induction allows stimulation of tissue dependent on the position of the applicator rather than the tissue's structure.

Tissue vibration can enable detoxification of unwanted heavy metals, waste and toxins, potentially resulting in improved metabolic functions. Nutrients, remedies and supplements can then be assimilated by "cleaner" or detoxified tissue and cells.

The lymphatic system (an important part of the immune system) can also be
stimulated. Toxins and waste can then be discharged by stool, urine, sweat and the release of fluid in other areas such as the eyes by discharging tears.

One of the first effects patients usually notice is a general feeling of relaxation due to the influence of ONdAMED’s resonant stimulus on the entire central nervous system, particularly when the therapy calls for frequencies in the delta and theta ranges.

ONdamed’s wide range of resonant frequencies enables the targeted therapy of a wide range of issues, often issues with difficult abnormalities otherwise going undetected. After all, it is the specific tissue of the individual that we treat and not just a symptom or disease. The ONdamed System enables the practitioner to draw upon four prepared Modules - each Module can be considered application specific:

Module 1:
Selecting and using 2 specific resonant frequencies relating to organs and organ systems

Module 2:
Selecting and using 170 preset protocols to stimulate tissue with pre-programmed resonant frequency combinations

Module 3:
Selecting and using one (1) specific field to stimulate immune functions

Module 4:
Selecting and using nutritionally related resonant frequencies

From your research, you will find that the ONdamed technology stands on its own due to its intelligence and it cannot be compared to other electro-therapy devices.

The ONdamed epigenetic impact is now being considered, and while we appreciate that no energy system or even medications, can bring about a cure of any disease, ONdamed shows that the body can be stimulated to heal itself.

It has become recognized that the body’s DNA, when fully able to express its protective (genes) mode by enabling the reduction of the excessive cellular histone acetylase DNA tightening, may become the ‘holy grail’ of healing most chronic diseases. Leading scientists are now in hot pursuit to determine if biological-energy healing will become the final answer to histone acetylase reduction.

Fortunately, the ONdamed practitioner may often discover the influence of “out of balance” diseased cells and tissue when they pick up the response signaling of the autonomic nervous system from the patient’s issues. We therefore, enjoy great expectations for the future of ONdamed.

Finally, ONdamed encompasses the individual’s specific needs at the time of discovery by finding the patient-specific treatment stimulus, the exact location that needs stimulation and non-intrusively delivers the stimulus during the same session, often providing immediate results.

ONdamed is both practitioner and patient friendly. ONdamed “a better way to make you better” couldn’t be easier to learn and use. We invite you to become ONdamed friendly.
The ONDAMED® Technology

ONDAMED's unique Biofeedback method allows communication with the biological system to identify hidden physiological weaknesses, such as inflammation.

Inflammation is a common denominator to most disease. The challenge is to find inflammation in the body. While blood tests may reveal ongoing inflammatory processes, we do not know where the inflammation is located. Even if we did know where the inflammation is located, how would we be able to stimulate reduction of the inflamed area? (anti-inflammatory drugs work systemically and not specifically to an inflamed area)

ONDAMED is a unique technology that combines the ability to isolate and stimulate inflammatory processes with focused fields.

The ONDAMED guides the practitioner to find dysfunctional areas that potentially are directly connected with the patient's symptoms. By stimulating such areas, chronic conditions (such as Selye inflammation pockets), can turn into a sub-acute level, at which point the immune system can not only recognize, but do what it knows to do in order to fight acute inflammatory processes including microbial involvement.

No other device can do what ONDAMED® can

A 59 year old woman presented with Myasthenia Gravis, with symptoms of severe muscle weakness, drooping of right eyelid, sagging of right side of face, and urgency incontinence. She was lethargic and had problems with balance, falling frequently. After only 17 treatments with ONDAMED, she was relieved of her symptoms and has full mobility in her facial tissue.

Study conducted by William Work, M.D., CA
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